**Concealed and Extended Concealed Bracket**

- **SKU:** CCH-CBECB
- **SKU:** CCH-CBECBM
- **SKU:** CCH-CBCMFLAT

**FOR FLOATING BARTOPS AND SHELVES**

The Concealed and Extended Concealed Brackets are designed to attach to load-bearing studs behind the dry wall. The Concealed and Extended Concealed Bracket can support an overhang extending 8" beyond the length of the bracket as per industry standard recommendations.* These products are available in many useful sizes. Choose between Mini 1” and 2” in a variety of colors to match your surface.

*6" for 3 cm stone, 3" for 2 cm stone

---

**Concealed Extended Bracket / Mini Extended Bracket**

- **SKU:** CCH-CBCEB
- **SKU:** CCH-CBCEBM

**Flat Concealed Extended Bracket/ Mini Extended Bracket**

Concealed Flat Sizes: 9”, 12”, 18”, 24”

**AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY**

- Almond, Black, Gray, White

The Concealed and Extended Concealed Flat Brackets are designed to attach to load-bearing studs behind the dry wall. The Concealed and Extended Concealed Flat Bracket can support an overhang extending 6" beyond the length of the bracket as per industry standard recommendations.* These products are available in many useful sizes. Choose between Mini 1” and 2” in a variety of colors to match your surface.

---

**Bracket Size Pcs/Wgt/Box**

- **CFLAT9(1.0)**
- **CFLAT12(1.0)**
- **CFLAT18(2.0)**
- **ECFLAT9(2.0)**
- **ECFLAT12(1.0)**
- **ECFLAT18(2.0)**
- **ECFLAT24(2.0)**

**Load limit range of 1400 lbs to 4900 lbs per pair**

- **Mounting hardware included**
- **All welds on reverse for easy, clean install**
- **CFLAT and ECFLAT Brackets available in 2.0" or 1.0" versions**
- **Half Inch horizontal support arm can be completely concealed**
- **CFLAT and ECFLAT Brackets available in 2.0" or 1.0" versions**
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**CounterBalance® Product Line**

**CounterBalance® Router Guide for Plates**

**CounterBalance® Corner Plate**

**CounterBalance® ADA Vanity Brackets**

**CounterBalance® Hybrid Brackets**

**CounterBalance® Concealed Brackets**

**CounterBalance® Extended Concealed Brackets**

**CounterBalance® XL Extended Concealed Brackets**

---

**Check out our installation videos:**

- **For Floating Bartops and Shelves**
- **IslandBar**
- **IslandBar Mini**
- **IslandBar Workstation**
- **Crossbar**
- **Crossbar Mini**

**All brackets available in black and white powdercoat**

---

**Mounting Hardware Included**

- **1/4” – 16 x 3” bolt assemblies for 1.0 Brackets**
- **3/16” carriage bolt assemblies**
- **1.5” carriage bolt assemblies**

---

**COUNTERBALANCE® Made in USA**

---

**YOU DON’T SEE.**

**THE SUPPORT YOU DON’T SEE.**

Larger overhangs, without corbels!
Completely practical, virtually invisible.

CounterBalance® under-counter plates, bars and brackets eliminate the need for fussy, old-fashioned corbels that are a frequent cause of banged knees and bumped toddler heads. Our virtually invisible supports offer a permanent, easily-installed solution that you will appreciate for a lifetime. CounterBalance transforms mundane countertops into stunning focal points!

**ATTACH TO HALF OR PONY WALLS**

**CounterPlate Plus**

**CounterPlate XL**

**ATTACH TO HALF OR PONY WALLS**

**CounterPlate Plus**

**CounterPlate XL**

The CounterPlate and CounterPlate XL are designed to attach to half walls or pony walls, supporting overhangs on “breakfast bar” style countertops. The CounterPlate Plus is designed to attach to half walls or pony walls, supporting overhangs on breakfast bar style countertops. The rear flange and stiffener provide extra support and prevent the plate from flexing.

**FOR COUNTERTOPS ON CABINETRY**

**IslandBar Mini**

Supports up to 15” overhangs in two directions. Supporting overhangs around corners on “island” and “peninsula” countertops above cabinetry. The CrossBar is designed to attach to the corners of cabinets, supporting overhangs in two directions on “island” and “peninsula” countertops above cabinetry.

**SUPPORT “Floating” WORK SURFACES**

**FOR WORK SURFACES OR SHELVING**

**Workstation Bracket**

The CounterBalance® Workstation Brackets provide cost-efficient, secure installs to support stone and solid surface countertops, handicap accessible vanities, and other “floating work surfaces.” These products are available in many useful sizes and come in a variety of colors to match your surface. SKU: CCH-CBWB Colors: Almond, Black, Gray, Primed, White

** ADA Vanity Bracket**

The CounterBalance® ADA Vanity Brackets are mounted to the wall and your countertop, with an ADA sink that sits on top. Use the supplied spring clips to attach your faceboard to each vanity bracket for a clean look. SKU: CCH-ADA21 SKU: CCH-ADA23 SKU: CCH-ADA25

**Hybrid Bracket Hybrid Bracket Mini**

SKU: CCH-CHBM Colors: White and Black

SKU: CCH-CHB IF Colors: White and Black

**CrossBar CrossBar Mini**

Supports up to 18” overhangs in two directions. **Interested in a SHOWROOM SAMPLE KIT?**

CALL OR EMAIL TODAY 800.220.1966 info@counterbalanceshop.com

CounterBalance and the CounterBalance logo are registered trademarks of Chemical Concepts.

Eating breakfast is important.
So is not banging your knees.